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over, the line in the mountainous country round Lake Baikal was still under construction and, until its completion, reinforcements and supplies had to be transferred across the lake by steamers or, in wintertime, on sleds and over a light railway built on the ice. At the beginning of the hostilities the land forces of the belligerents were unevenly matched. Russian effectives in the Far East did not exceed 100,000 regular troops and 307000 railway guards scattered over immense distances. The Japanese army numbered 180,000 men and had large trained reserves; the mobilization ordered in February more than doubled its peacetime strength. A large contingent of transports permitted the simultaneous embarkation of two fully equipped Japanese divisions, a force which could be landed in Korea less than twenty-four hours after leaving port. In the later stage of the war, with the improvement in the earning capacity of the Trans-Siberian railway, the ratio of land forces swung in Russia's favor. The disparity in the navies available in Chinese waters at the outbreak of the war was less marked, the Russian battle fleet (according to Sir F. B. Maurice) being slightly superior to the Japanese, Russia, however, had only two naval bases some nine-hundred miles apart: Port Arthur, still under construction, and Vladivostok, icebound part of the year, while Japanese ships were within easy reach of numerous home ports. Diplomatically and internationally Japan was in a strong position because of her alliance with England and the quasi-unanimous support of British and American opinion. Influential British and American circles acted on the assumption that Japan was fighting in Manchuria not only her own battle but also that of Great Britain and the United States. Anglo-American help in financing the war was avowedly an essential element in Japanese victory. Theodore Roosevelt spoke for the majority of his countrymen when he wrote in May, 1906: "I have from the beginning favored Japan and have done all that I could ... to advance her interests. I thoroughly admire and believe in the Japanese/7 Russia's international position was far less secure. The French alliance proved of limited usefulness in the Far East, and St. Petersburg had to rely chiefly on the none too dependable friendship of Germany.
Russian diplomatic and military agents abroad having repeatedly warned the home government that Japan was planning for war,.the country's unprepaiedoess must be explained priaaarily by the belief-shared alifce by the tsar, his advisers*, and the gewral public—thai

